We propose a new express method of the correlation characterization of the particles suspended in the volume of optically transparent medium. It utilizes inline digital holography technique for obtaining two images of the adjacent layers from the investigated volume with subsequent matching of the crosscorrelation function peak-to-basement ratio calculated for these images. After preliminary calibration via numerical simulation, the proposed method allows one to quickly distinguish parameters of the particle distribution and evaluate their concentration. The experimental verification was carried out for the two types of physical suspensions. Our method can be applied in environmental and biological research, which includes analyzing tools in flow cytometry devices, express characterization of particles and biological cells in air and water media, and various technical tasks, e.g. the study of scattering objects or rapid determination of cutting tool conditions in mechanisms. 16 . But the problem of limited imaging depth of field restricts their capabilities. One of the possible solutions are the Digital Holography (DH) methods, which are widely used 14,17 , since they provide the possibility of numerical post-process image refocusing, so three-dimensional profiling and particle tracking become possible. In the case of coherent illumination the procedure of focusing in particular plane can be carried out by means of numerical calculation of the diffraction integral, which describes the wavefront propagation. Electromagnetic energy is distributed non-uniformly as diffraction spots and artifacts. It forms an image of particle by focusing in a predetermined plane. The particles in the image plane that was focused initially are converted into an inhomogeneous pattern again. In this context, the problem of particle profiling occurs 18, 19 . In the case of frame series that describe particle dynamics, there is an appearance of the 3D tracking task 9, 20, 21 . Mostly the concentration of investigated particles is small since the inhomogeneous illumination for high particle concentrations forms a coherent speckle field, greatly limiting the possibility of particle recognition. Despite the presence of incoherent illumination formed by the flow of high-temperature supersonic particles, detection of objects is only possible with high-speed electro-optical shutter cameras 22 . Our previous works 23,24 describe a special method for determination of particle concentrations based on edge-point linking and threshold processing. The method had shown a good performance at high concentrations of particles, however it had quite large computational complexity.
, and virus tracking in live cells 9 are only few on hearing examples. There are many imaging techniques for investigation of various particles properties, as well as methods for processing of their images. For instance, to measure the particle velocities in flows Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) used as a rule 10 . Depending on the task conditions, various modifications of the PIV technique can be implemented, as micro-scale 11, 12 or micron-resolution 13 , holographic 14 and tomographic 15 extensions. Various automated microscopic image analysis techniques are used for particle size and shape characterization 16 . But the problem of limited imaging depth of field restricts their capabilities. One of the possible solutions are the Digital Holography (DH) methods, which are widely used 14, 17 , since they provide the possibility of numerical post-process image refocusing, so three-dimensional profiling and particle tracking become possible. In the case of coherent illumination the procedure of focusing in particular plane can be carried out by means of numerical calculation of the diffraction integral, which describes the wavefront propagation. Electromagnetic energy is distributed non-uniformly as diffraction spots and artifacts. It forms an image of particle by focusing in a predetermined plane. The particles in the image plane that was focused initially are converted into an inhomogeneous pattern again. In this context, the problem of particle profiling occurs 18, 19 . In the case of frame series that describe particle dynamics, there is an appearance of the 3D tracking task 9, 20, 21 . Mostly the concentration of investigated particles is small since the inhomogeneous illumination for high particle concentrations forms a coherent speckle field, greatly limiting the possibility of particle recognition. Despite the presence of incoherent illumination formed by the flow of high-temperature supersonic particles, detection of objects is only possible with high-speed electro-optical shutter cameras 22 . Our previous works 23 , 24 describe a special method for determination of particle concentrations based on edge-point linking and threshold processing. The method had shown a good performance at high concentrations of particles, however it had quite large computational complexity.
Here we consider the problem of fast estimation of the particles' concentration in the volume. In this paper we introduce a new method of correlation analysis in order to accelerate the image processing. In digital processing the calculation of the cross-correlation (CC) function has undeniably high speed. This advantage is used in many studies that require obtaining the instantaneous information related to rapidly changing environmental conditions, for example when measuring shifts 25, 26 , deformations 27 , the surface roughness 28 , and for plotting of the vector field of objects velocities 29, 30 . Given research involves the calculation of the peak-to-basement ratio (p/b) of the CC function. After preliminary calibration by numerical simulation, this ratio allows fast and reliable evaluation of the particle suspension parameters. We consider scattering particles of a fixed size and spherical shape which are distributed in the volume of the optically transparent medium. For given conditions we propose express method for particle concentration study via CC function calculation. We describe the sequence of method application, investigate the dependency of the CC function on particle parameters, and evaluate the effectiveness of proposed approach in experimental model conditions. Further we discuss the applications of the proposed method in biological and technological research.
The paper is organized as follows. In Results and Discussion section investigations of the method and application of the algorithm are shown. The dependency of CC function on variation of single parameter is shown in General consideration of CC function dependencies through the numerical simulation subsection. A detailed consideration of mutual contribution of several parameters is presented in CC function dependency on several parameters subsection. In Experimental validation subsection the results of experimental verification are shown. In Discussion subsection the interrelation of conducted experiments and practical problems are discussed focusing on the specific areas where the method can be demanded. In Methods section we describe all the theoretical aspects related to the proposed method: General description of technique subsection defines the task and the 'geometry' of the numerical simulation; Single particle characterization, Distribution of particles and Wavefront propagation model subsections provide description of particle appearance, the concepts of particles allocation in the volume, and numerical method for wavefront propagation, respectively; Image processing subsection gives the theoretical aspects of CC function calculation that was used for evaluation of the particle concentration. 
Results and Discussion
General consideration of CC function dependencies through the numerical simulation. We have considered different cases of particle distributions and observed the dependency of CC function on such parameters as transparency, sizes, etc., according to our model. For the proposed model all of the dependencies will be approximately linear. Consideration of various cases of random particle distribution in the volume is shown in Figs 1 and 2 . The dashed line in each of Figs 1 and 2 represents an approximation of the dependencies. In these figures, we varied the size of the particles leaving other parameters unchanged. But the whole system of such dependencies is flexible, and other parameters of particles can be changed forming other relation databases. With the diameter increase the Arago spot appears (Fig. 2) . However, the general dependency is still linear.
An elementary consideration of other dependencies is presented in Figs 3, 4 and 5. Recording such dependencies in the general database, it is possible to create a hardware-software system that will count particle concentrations in the optically transparent medium. In addition, formation and maintaining of a large database of speckle patterns is successfully used in similar methods 31 . CC function of two focused layers of particle distribution depends on many parameters. Among them are the particles' diameter D, number of particles per layer of volume (or normalized concentration, C n = N p ), wavelength of the laser source λ, transparency of particles T (see definition in Single particle parametrization (Fig. 3 ) or transparency decrease (Fig. 4) , the number of unique elements of the overall image grows. Consequently, the basement of CC function droops compared with the peak. Dependence in Fig. 5 shows how CC function responds to the increase of the size of identical elements, namely the spherical particles. It is known that when CC function calculation is performed, the correspondences between two functions in one shift step relative to each other are considered. The larger is the particle, the greater is the shift step that will cease the correspondence. That is the reason why the peak is broadening while the size of the particles is increasing.
CC function dependency on several parameters. In addition to the above let us consider the case when the effects of several characteristics are mixed. In such configuration the CC function shape dependencies are no longer as simple as in previous subsection. However, among this great set of effects it is possible to identify the main subset in which the monotonic dependencies are observed. In this subset CC function behaviour can be extrapolated.
Consider the trivial case when the diameter of particle is growing with the increase of concentration. This type of problem is similar to more rapid concentration increase with constant diameter. That is, with the growth of these two parameters particle diameter rise will contribute to the concentration growth, because diameter rise can act as formation of agglomerated particles.
The diameter decrease with the rise of concentration is more interesting task. In such case parameter variation does not conduct to the mutual enhancement, and these parameters are presented as independent from one another. Growing diameter of particle does not amplify the rise of concentration. Increasing concentration continues to amplify the peak-to-basement ratio, and decreasing diameter narrows the CC function peak while p/b ratio remains the same. Table 1 shows the average p/b ratio values for various diameters and concentration of particles.
The mutual increase of the particle opacity and concentration also results in a simple dependency. This task is close to the one shown in Table 1 , but with the transparency rate being the source of the concentration growth amplification. At that, the increase of opacity should be interpreted as the overlapping of translucent particles, which means the additional growth of the concentration.
What is more interesting is the case of simultaneous concentration and transparency growth. Mutual enhancement is not observed here as well. The transparency growth contributes to the pedestal of CC function since the particles are harder to distinguish from the background illumination. Hence, even with the increase of concentration, p/b ratio grows down. Table 2 shows the average p/b ratio values for various concentration and transparency rate of particles.
It is also necessary to consider the case of the simultaneous variation of the particle diameter and transparency. With the increase of diameter and opacity of the particles, the growth of p/b ratio takes place since this mutual effect can be interpreted as the increase of the concentration of translucent particles. In the opposite situation the transparency growth causes the drop of this ratio since transparent particles are harder to distinguish from the background. Table 3 shows the average p/b ratio values for different diameter and transparency of particles.
The most interesting dependencies of considered cases are shown in Fig. 6 . On the basis of p/b ratio values in the Tables and on Fig. 6 , several conclusions can be drawn. With increase of particle transparency, diffraction patterns become less distinguishable from the background illumination, which leads eventually to a quasi constant parameter value that is close to 1 (see Fig. 4 , Tables 2 and 3) . It means that, with increase of opaqueness, the concentration and the diameter of the particles are better discernible. From Table 1 one can see that with concentration and diameter variation, the concentration has the biggest influence on p/b ratio. In the case of various concentration and transparency, influence of concentration on p/b ratio decreases with increasing transparency (Table 2 ). Likewise, the diameter impact is reduced with the decrease of opaqueness (Table 3) .
In summary for given subsection, we have performed analysis on the effect of the following mixed parameters on the CC function peak-to-basement ratio: particle concentration represented via number of particles in one layer N p , particle diameter D and transparency T. It was found that the concentration has the significant influence on p/b ratio while the other parameters make not so strong difference in CC function when the parameters are mixed. The increase of the particle diameter provides the similar effect on the CC function peak-to-basement ratio as the augment of N p . It can be interpreted as the raise of concentration in terms of overall particle density. The variation of the transparency makes less tangible effect when the parameters are mixed, and CC function is not able to reliably distinguish this variation. That is why in given paper we primarily focus on the construction of the method for particle concentration characterization. But subsequently it can be configured for different parameter variations, if necessary.
Experimental validation.
We have also conducted several experiments in order to test our assumptions in real conditions. First of these was a static experiment, i.e. there was a completely stationary object under investigation. Second experiment showed the dynamic type of the possible application, that is, there was a non-stationary object. Both of the experiments were performed according to the same general scheme, shown in Fig. 7 .
In the first experiment the target region consisted of a set of glass slides spaced apart at equal distances. Each slide was randomly coated with an opaque paint. Parameters of the experiment: laser source Lasos GLK-532-20-0,7-2 with λ = 532 nm; CMOS matrix VEI -830, 800 × 600 pixels, Δ x = 2.8 μm (pixel size). Experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 .
While conducting this validation, it was difficult to consider all features of the proposed model which affected the results in a particular way. Firstly, there was a small number of layers with particles and a great distance between them compared to the average particle size. Secondly, due to the randomness of paint distribution on glass slides, sizes of each 'particle' were slightly different. That is why there is an inaccuracy for number of particles in each layer. Despite that, this experiment is a real embodiment of the considered model, even if it does not consider some of its features. And through this test it was found that the proposed method is able to distinguish different concentrations of particle samples.
In the second validation the object was a suspension of small iron filings in viscous liquid in a cuvette. In this experiment, the layers of the volume approached each other at the minimal distance, and two-phase flows of different types of particles contributed additional errors. Parameters of the experiment: laser with output power 5 mW and λ = 650 nm; for inline holograms registration CMOS Nikon D3100 with 4608 × 3072 pixels and pixel size of Δ x = 5 μm was used; longitudinal size of the cuvette was 10 mm.
In this experiment, the particles could be divided into two types, namely, small light fraction of particles and massive particles of larger diameter. Light particles remained floating in the liquid, and were closer to the camera, while the particles of the second type have sunk mostly remaining at the background. This effect was caused by the peculiarities of the procedure of the particles' supplementation into the viscous fluid during the experiment. Results are shown in Fig. 9 .
Unlike the first experiment, in this case the whole volume was occupied by the particles without voids along the longitudinal coordinate. It means that the model parameter Δ l is equal to the average diameter D of the particles. As mentioned in the Distribution of particles subsection of the Methods section, errors may occur in the case of smaller Δ l. Despite the large amount of noise, as well as the small particle size, the proposed method had distinguished various concentrations of randomly distributed particles.
Both physical experiments had demonstrated compatibility with the numerical dependencies built for similar conditions. Therefore, they confirmed our assumption of linear dependence of the p/b parameter on the normalized concentration of particles.
Discussion
The proposed method is targeted at fast measurement and express evaluation of the concentration of particles suspended in the volume. Let us consider the connection of our experiments with the actual tasks and outline several possible areas where the method could be in demand.
The stack of glasses with randomly arranged paint particles inside as in the first experiment is an example of multilayered transparent object. The dynamic monitoring of the simple layered structure can form the basis for variety of technical applications of the proposed method, especially when the rapid evaluation is required. The general concept of such applications can be divided into three steps. Firstly, one performs the characterization of multilayered object. Secondly, one compares it with the valid value. Finally, one makes a decision on what type of concentration is considered, e.g. degree of impurity, defects of density or other parameter of materials and products depending on the type of manufacturing appliance. In addition, in the forthcoming studies and development of wavefront shaping techniques targeted on the minimization of the scattering process in disordered media, we intend to apply the developed technique for the characterization of scattering phantoms, constructed from the stack of scattering planes 32 . Conversely, another problem may be of interest, namely the use of this study for the rapid assessment of the quality of three-dimensional image formed by the diffractive optical elements, calculated using the wavefront shaping techniques.
In the case of stirring particles as in the second experiment, the range of applications is quite wide. Suspensions of metal shavings in friction engines and other mechanisms can act as a research object, which appear due to natural causes, such as corrosion, deformation and fibration. This issue is relevant because appeared shavings at sufficiently high concentrations can lead to overheating and equipment damage. In addition, considered case is similar to the task of investigation of colloidal solution of metal chips. Consequently, a problem of rapid determination of the concentration of shavings in the mechanisms occurs. For instance, authors of the paper 33 state that it would be useful to develop the system for monitoring of cutting tool conditions such as chipping or fracture and thus recognize tool failures by identifying tool states from experience. The proposed method can solve this problem since it is not resource-intensive and therefore may be performed along with other inspection work on the equipment.
Let us also consider several specific applications for the proposed method in the life sciences. Presented developments can be implemented in the environmental studies of the air and water media. The first one is related to the task of express characterization of droplet clusters and ice crystals in the clouds in situ 34 . The interest in this problem is driven by the their spatial correlations 35 in connection with the microphysical parameters of the clouds. The second environmental application in the aqueous media may be associated with the estimation of phyto-and zooplankton density at the oceanic and maritime monitoring 36 . Despite the fact that visual microscopy analysis is an unsurpassed approach for biodiversity studies 37 , it is flawed to provide enough number of data points, which leads to the statistical uncertainty. Contrary, inline holographic observations in situ 14 and in vitro 38 can be considered as more advanced microscopic approach since it allows simultaneous recording of volumetric data and further detailed investigation. In this context, the proposed technique can perform rapid analysis of the real-time captured holograms and capable to replace a tedious, labor intensive and time consuming processing. In addition, the proposed method can be used in the flow cytometry device as one of the analysis components. This device allows to investigate the suspension of living biological cells 39, 40 . The principle of flow cytometry method is based on the registration of light scattering from each individual cell in the suspension. The suspension of cells is supplied to the cell flow under pressure. Due to the pressure difference between cell samples and flowing fluid the hydrodynamic focusing occurs: the cells pass through a laser beam one by one. The detectors record the scattering of laser radiation from each cell and transmit this signal to the computer. When using this device, many researchers use sorting of the test cell samples technique. Our express method allows to instantly recognize a cell concentration while using the sorting technique. Thereby it is possible to directly recognize the ratio between different cell types in the sample suspensions.
Methods
General description of technique. For successful operation of proposed express method of particle concentration study a preliminary calibration is required. Description of the method application sequence is highlighted in Fig. 10 . To perform this we model the volume of the particles in the optically transparent medium. The volume is represented as a set of layers with equal distances maintained between them. Whereby these layers contain particles. The wavefront passing through the predetermined volume is thus scattered by the particles in each layer. Inline hologram is recorded by digital sensor and reconstructed by numerical back propagation of the wavefront to the first layer of volume. Then two adjacent layers with particles are obtained. More accurate focusing can be achieved using any automatic focusing method 41, 42 . These layers are subsequently compared using the CC function. We analyze the central section of the resulting CC function (explanation of this effect in Image processing subsection). Analyzing the resulting two-dimensional graph, we calculate the ratio of the CC function peak to its basement. On the basis of the ratio value we estimate the concentration of particles with certain parameters, such as the transparency, their size, the distance between the layers with particles, etc. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 11 .
However our method is able to operate without prior calibration. In this case it is only possible to determine the relative concentrations of particle distributions. For the case of two distributions it is possible to find the distribution with highest concentration. Several suspensions of particles of the same diameter and different concentration can be sorted in ascending order. In terms of originally proposed 'calibration' method it means that instead of simulated base dependencies we can build the real dependency based on experimental data.
Distribution of particles.
The average concentration of common particles in the volume is the ratio of their number to the volume which they occupy. Taking into consideration a predetermined amount of particles in the layer and the number of layers, it is possible to find the value of the concentration. By this definition, the total concentration of particles in the volume is: 
Here Δ l is the distance between two adjacent layers, covering only one layer with particles, N p is the number of particles in one layer of the volume, D x , D y , Δ l · (N − 1) are linear dimensions of the given volume and N is a total number of layers. Thereafter the concentration of particles in the volume is proportional to the expression (concentrations in a single layer normalized per unit of the volume):
p n By approximating this model to actual physical conditions, we fix the distance between the particles to the minimal one, namely to the particle diameter, which is a small value compared with the longitudinal and transverse dimensions. In the limiting case, the entire volume is filled with the particles randomly and without gaps. Therefore, a condition must be entered:
However, it should be mentioned that in the case when the distances between the layers Δ l are comparable with the particle diameter D, the volume has no gaps along the longitudinal coordinate. If Δ l < D, two particles may possibly 'stick' when simulation of the volume is performed. This situation leads to a new type and shape of the particle. If we impose an additional condition on the particles' coordinates to prevent them from sticking together, the distribution will cease to be chaotic, since each new layer will depend on the previous one. For sufficiently large longitudinal size of investigated volume, the finite size of Δ l can be neglected and it can be considered infinitely small. With the addition of new conditions let us rewrite (2):
In our model, we build the dependencies of the CC function parameter on the number of particles in each layer as a proportional limit of the particles' volumetric concentration.
Single particle parameterization. The particles we are considering in this model are ideal optically homogeneous spheres of the material characterized by certain transparency coefficient. For simplicity of calculations they can be reduced to the two-dimensional flat circles that are normal to the direction of the incident beam. The spherical shape of the particles implies that the circles have inhomogeneous transparency increasing from the center to the periphery according to the following law: Wavefront propagation model. Consider the sequence of the optical simulation in detail. According to the simplified terms of a real random distribution, the particles are distributed in equal amounts merely in the certain planes of the volume. There are small equal distances Δ l between them. Mathematical model of the electromagnetic field passing through the volume with particles is explained below. Firstly, the beam with a plane wavefront from coherent laser source is simulated:
E
Here E is the complex amplitude and ϕ E is the phase of incident beam. Important to note that hereinafter E = E(x, y) and ϕ E = ϕ E (x, y) depend on Cartesian coordinates of x and y. Then we calculate the field that determines the distribution of particles in the first volume layer:
Here U 1 is the complex amplitude and ϕ 1 is the phase that set the distribution. Worth mentioning that in this paper, we confine consideration to the case of the absorbing particles, for which the relation ϕ = 0 is taking place. Multiplying the field E and the function that describes the particles in the first layer, we obtain the field after the layer:
Using the angular spectrum (AS) of plane waves as the wavefront propagation method, we calculate the field propagation between the two adjacent layers distant from each other by the fixed distance Δ l. In accordance with
Scientific RepoRts | 7:43840 | DOI: 10.1038/srep43840 this method, any diffracted field ∼ U in the plane (x, y) located at the distance Δ l from the plane (x′ , y′ ) where the wavefront U(x′ , y′ ) is given, can be calculated by means of the following equation:
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where H(f x , f y , Δ l) is the transfer function:  are direct and inverse Fourier transform operators, f x and f y are the spatial frequencies. For brevity we can write the equation for propagated wavefront at the distance Δ l in the operator format:
Here ∆ G l is an operator, which applies the AS method for the distance of Δ l, and ∼ U 2 is the calculated diffracted field near the second layer. Then we consider the functions of the field that define the distributions of particles in the next layers:
, where j is a number of the layer. Finally, we can obtain a recurrence relation for the field passes through the volume with these layers:
where N is a total number of layers in the volume. As a result, basing on the Eq. (11), we obtain the final field right after the last layer. This field is the result of interaction of the source field with all layers of the volume:
Then we simulate a propagation of the field from the last layer to the registration plane for the distance of l, yielding a hologram I H , which gives the necessary information about the object:
Sampling conditions restrict the maximum permissible longitudinal distance l 0 for the calculation via AS method 43 , if pixel sizes Δ x = Δ y:
Here M is a number of pixels in the registration plane. The resulting hologram is then numerically back propagated to the volume to obtain the images of two consecutive layers:
Here l f and l g are the distances from registration plane to the adjacent layers f and g, respectively. Thus, the images with focused particles therein are obtained and then compared by means of the CC function. The further from the observer are the compared layers, the greater is the CC function error. The error occurs due to several reasons. The presence of the coherent background of unfocused particles makes a significant contribution to the error. This coherent background suppresses focused ones while moving deeper into the volume. The CC function thus ceases to distinguish the particles, because in fact identical images are compared. Therefore the p/b ratio of the CC function remains the same. The second error is related to the AS method approximation that was used in numerical simulation. This error is associated with the limited number of pixels in the image, as well as the certain number of gray scales for one pixel. In terms of real numerical models it is problematic enough to undergo the infinite limit (see Distribution of particles subsection). It also contributes to the possible error in the CC function calculation. Since that it is expedient to choose one pair of layers near to the observer.
Image processing. In this subsection we describe the CC function and perform the identification of p/b ratio. In order to find the total concentration of particles in the volume after obtaining of two focused images of the adjacent layers f and g we apply the method that uses calculation of the CC function, defined as:
Here x and y are index numbers that reveal coordinates of the point where CC function calculation is performed, i and j are the shift-steps in the x and y directions and sign ⁎ indicates a complex conjugation. In the case of faster computation using fast Fourier transform algorithm 44 CC function can be calculated as: Here f and g are two-dimensional arrays. Without loss of information, we can analyze the plane section of the CC function. Due to the symmetry relative to the optical axis of the studied distributions and of the particles themselves, CC function turns to be symmetrical as well. In this case, the parameters of CC function can be determined much faster. The transition is illustrated in Fig. 12 .
By the definition, the origin of the CC function basement is the point of inflection of the CC function. Let us consider the absolute valued CC function derivative, which is calculated for positive and negative shift directions. Zero minimum corresponds to the peak, because the CC function reaches its maximum value at this point. The first minimum in both directions corresponds to the point of inflection of the CC function. The typical form of the CC function, its first derivative, and the definition of the basement boundaries are shown in Fig. 13 .
After basement determination, p/b ratio is calculated. Based on the behavior of the CC function of two similar images, we assumed that p/b ratio depends on the particle concentration in a particular way (see Results and Discussion section).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have given a discussion of methods, which are used to study the suspensions of particles in the volume, their application, and the use of the CC function in scientific and technical applications. We have proposed a new method for the study of such distributions. Its advantage is that it is based on calculation of the CC function, which allows rapid, down to the real time, estimation of the changes in the particles' concentrations with other parameters of the system, such as the size and shape of the particles, remaining stationary. The proposed method requires pre-registration of several inline holograms for the calibration via numerical simulation. This operation is performed only once, if the size or shape of the particles is not being changed. Then by recording of the hologram of particles we can quickly assess their concentration in the certain layer, or in the whole volume, if the particles are distributed equiprobably. After a general description of the model of the volume with particles and its study using inline digital holography and CC function, the basic theoretical aspects of our research were discussed and explained. To evaluate the applicability of our model in real physical experiment, we followed the properties of the CC function. After collecting of the basic dependencies of the CC function p/b parameter, namely the peak-to-basement ratio, on the normalized concentrations of particles in the volume, we found that they follow a linear law. In addition we have performed the analysis on the effect of several mixed parameters on the CC function peak-to-basement ratio and found that the particle concentration has dominant influence on the p/b ratio. Finally, we conducted several experiments, and by simulating the experimental conditions, we superimposed the results of the experiments on the model dependencies. A unique relation of experimental data and simulation was detected. We also discussed some directions for further development of the method, which we consider promising in connection with the various practical applications.
